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EDUCATION COURSES

NAMI Butte County
GENERAL MEETING
DATE: Thur. September 21st
TIME: 6:30 p.m.
PLACE: Conference Room, 109
Parmac, Ste. 1, Chico
AGENDA:

1. Introductions
2. We All Have a Story:
“Walk Barefoot in the
Mud For Me” (Colleen

NAMI Butte County
Elections

took place June 30, 2017
to these
NAMI Butte County officers
who were elected to the
2017-2019 term!
President, Colleen Phipps
Vice-President, Mary
Neumann
Secretary, Caroline Carey
Treasurer, Karen Waddell

Phipps)

3. Documentary Film: (To
be announced)

REFRESHMENTS

JOIN US
Everyone is Welcome

BUTTE COUNTY
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
ADVISORY BOARD

The September 20th meeting is
at 1007 Bille Rd. in Paradise.
This is the Family Center for
Youth for Change

NAMI BUTTE COUNTY’S

Family-To-Family Course
A free, 12-session educational
program for family, significant
others and friends of people living
with mental illness.
Fall Course starts August 17th!
For more information or to sign up:
Call Mary 530-898-5961
mneuman@csuchico.edu or
Lisa 510-396-5109
bridginggapsbutte@gmail.com
NAMI BUTTE COUNTY’S

Peer-to-Peer Education Course
Fall course starts September 28th!
A free, 10-session program for
adults with mental illness, to better
understand their condition and
journey toward recovery.

For more information:
(530) 343-7775

For more information or to register:
Rocio at (530) 343-6219

www.namibutteco.com

program.director@namibutteco.com
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Resources And Possible
Solutions
(Hosted by Crisis Care Advocacy
and Triage)
Open discussion of Butte County
Resources for those in need of
services. Possible solutions within
our grasp to help those who suffer
from any form of mental illness.

Thursday, August 31st
6pm – 8pm
First Christian Church
295 E Washington Ave
Chico

or Colleen at (530) 894-8551
cmphipps@csuchico.edu
SUPPORT GROUP
NAMI BUTTE COUNTY’S

Family and Friends Support
Group Meeting
NAMI Family Support Group is a
monthly support group for family
members and friends of individuals
living with a mental illness.
1st Tuesday ea. month at 6:30pm.

109 Parmac, Suite 1, Chico
Info: dfowler@buttecounty.net
530-895-6614

Volunteers needed for Support
Group Facilitators – Sign Up Now
for the next Training
cmphipps@csuchico.edu
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FEATURED RESOURCE

Letter To The Editor:
DBSA The Chico Chapter of
the Depression and Bipolar
Support Alliance (DBSA)
meets weekly on Tuesday
evenings from 6:00-8:00 at
the First Christian Church on
295 East Washington Avenue
in Chico
A peer-led support group to
assist and encourage people
with depression and bipolar
disorder to find and follow a
path to wellness.
For information contact Ken
Snyder at 530-566-4380 or
email:
kensnyder1999@gmail.com

SAVE THE DATE

SAVE THE DATE!
October 1, 2017
Join NAMI Butte County for this
special showing on Sunday
October 1st at the Pagent
Theater!
351 East 6th St. Chico
12:00 noon-3:00pm

“God Knows Where I Am”
This documentary, coupled
with Ms. Aviv’s article,
addresses unresolved issues of
personal autonomy versus a
patient’s inability to protect
herself. It will haunt you.
This program is supported by the
Butte County Department of
Behavioral Health and MHSA
funding.

As a past president from
1996-2008 I value the
purpose and mission of
NAMI to provide support,
education, empathy and
advocacy for people living
with mental illness and
their families. We engage
in a variety of activities to
create awareness about
mental illness, reduce the
stigma associated with
mental illness and to give
hope to all.
I want to extent a very
heartfelt thank-you to our
out-going president Cathy
Gurney. Her dedication
over the past 8 years to
increase education,
advocacy, and community
support has been
unselfish, time consuming,
hard work. As a certified
state and national trainer,
she will continue to stay
involved by providing
training for F2F, ETS, FSG,
and Prov. Ed. As well as
presentations to C.I.T.
(Crisis Intervention Team)
trainings.
This year’s officers consist
of a dedicated group of
individuals who, in
addition to having
significant others affected
by mental health
conditions in their lives,
also have a diverse set of
personal and professional
skills that place them in an

excellent position from
which to provide effective
advocacy.
I look forward to the next
couple of years with high
hopes and if you have
questions or concerns, or
ideas for making NAMI
Butte County better and
more effective, please
reach out to me.
Thanks,
Colleen Phipps-President
NAMI Butte County

We all experience different
levels of mental health
throughout our lives. In fact,
half of us will deal with some type
of mental health challenge over the
course of our lifetime.
Unfortunately, sometimes these
challenges can become more
serious and require more attention.
However, there is good news.
Recovery is also common and we
can all do something to help.
We all want support systems that
can help us through challenges, like
supportive relationships and safe
living environments. Sometimes we
have these support systems, and
sometimes we don’t. Many of us
will also experience life challenges
like unemployment, or relationship
issues. Regardless of what situation
you may find yourself in–in
wellness or not–there is help
available.
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MATT ROBINSON
(The following article concerns Matt
Robinson, who was a NAMI Butte
County member and one of our “Peerto-Peer” teachers)

BOOK CORNER

PSYCHIATRIST SHORTAGE

Challenger
Deep

Psychiatrist Shortage in
America

Parents Of Mentally Ill Man File
Wrongful Death Suit Against
Redding Police Department

by Neal Shusterman

A lawyer for Kathryn and William
Robinson of Orland says they
don't want their son, Matthew
Clayton Robinson, to have died for
nothing. “We want the public to
be aware of what happened here
and to help prevent atrocities like
this in the future. We want law
enforcement to start paying
attention to the fact that not
everyone they encounter is a
criminal.”

With lyricism and
potent insight, Shusterman
(Unwind) traces the schizophrenic
descent and return of Caden
Bosch, an intelligent 15-year-old
and a gifted artist. His internal
narratives are sometimes dreams,
sometimes hallucinations, and
sometimes undefinable, dominated
by a galleon and its captain, sailing
with an enormous, sullen crew to
the deepest point of the Marianas
Trench, Challenger Deep. The
metaphor’s not exactly subtle, but
Shusterman finds unexpected
resonance in its details—the tarry
seams in the wood, the human
ballast. External reality still
registers: people around Caden run
the gamut of humor, scolding,
threats, and avoidance to pressure
him into changing behavior he no
longer controls. Shusterman has
mined personal experience of
mental illness with his son Brendan,
whose line drawings mirror Caden’s
fragmentation in swirling lines eerily
reminiscent of Van Gogh. It’s a
powerful collaboration, and crucial
to the novel’s credibility. As Caden
says, “There is no such thing as a
‘correct’ diagnosis,” and though his
story doesn’t necessarily represent
a “typical” experience of mental
illness, it turns symptoms into lived
reality in ways readers won’t easily
forget.

(Aug. 14, 2017) More Americans
than ever before are receiving
mental health treatment, including
individuals with serious mental
illness, however, as more
individuals are seeking treatment,
the shortage of psychiatrists to
administer this care is only
intensifying.

Sacramento Bee: Lawsuit: Redding
Police Beat, Suffocated Mentally Ill
Chico Man
Matthew Clayton Robinson was off his
medications and in the midst of a
breakdown. In the back of a vehicle
transporting him from a hospital in
Chico to a mental facility in Redding
on a July night in 2014, he began
shouting that someone was following
him. He bounced and flailed inside the
van, equipped with a “cage” that
separated him from the front seat. He
broke an interior light fixture and used
shards of plastic to shred the car’s
upholstery. By the time the van arrived
at Restpadd psychiatric facility, the
driver had summoned police for help in
removing Robinson. Within minutes,
he was beaten and bloodied, pinned to
the ground with a fabric “spit hood”
pulled over his head. A Sacramento
native and graduate of California State
University, Chico, Robinson wound up
in a coma and died seven days later.
(Hubert, 6/5)
www.californiahealthline.org
Read the entire Sacramento Bee
article at:
http://www.sacbee.com/news/local/article
154344134.html

Publisher’s weekly 2/13/15

In an article published in Forbes
magazine, Bruce Japsen reports that
the United States lacks enough
psychiatrists to treat the increasing
number of individuals now seeking
treatment due to the growing
proportion of Americans who are
now insured. (“U.S. psychiatrist
shortage intensifies,” Forbes, June
6, 2017)
Rural America is disproportionately
affected by the psychiatrist
shortage, with 77% of counties
classified as medically underserved
in mental healthcare.
“The lack of access to psychiatric
services across the health care
service delivery field has been a
cold, hard reality for decades,”
according to NCBH. However, the
recent confirmation of Dr. Elinore
McCance-Katz to serve as the
assistant secretary of mental health
and substance abuse is a glimmer of
hope for individuals with serious
mental illness and their families.
For this first time ever, serious
mental illness will be a priority area
of focus for a government
organization.
www.treatmentadvocacycenter.org
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DISORDERS RULE

Mental Disorders
Rule Update
Posted on September 23, 2016 by Doug
Walker, Deputy Commissioner,
Communications

On Monday, September
26, Social Security will publish a
final rule to update the criteria we
use to evaluate disability claims
involving mental disorders. This
rule, “Revised Medical Criteria for
Evaluating Mental Disorders,” is
the most comprehensive revision
to the criteria since 1985.
Upon publishing this final rule, our
standards and terminology for
evaluating claims involving mental
disorders reflect information from
the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth
Edition — the mental health
profession’s current standard
classification of mental disorders.
While updating this rule, the public
had questions about our criteria
for evaluating intellectual
disability. From childhood onward,
people with intellectual disabilities
experience deficits in intellectual
functioning and lack many basic
daily practical and social skills.
We decided it was critical to
ensure these individuals receive
necessary assistance as soon as
possible. Therefore, we updated
the diagnostic and functional
criteria for this disorder and are
using IQ test score criteria to
identify quickly people who may
qualify for disability benefits based
on an intellectual disability.
Besides reflecting comments from
members of the public, the rule
reflects the expertise of disability
policy experts, adjudicators,

psychiatric professionals, and
vocational experts.
During the careful, considered
process of updating the rule,
we’ve engaged with stakeholders,
including: disability beneficiaries
and their family members;
psychiatrists, psychologists, and
other mental health treatment
providers; and advocacy groups
for those with mental disorders.
We also solicited, responded to,
and incorporated public
comments, and considered an
intellectual disability report we
commissioned from the National
Academy of Sciences.
People with mental disorders are
some of the most vulnerable
members in our society, and we
take our duty to provide them with
effective service and support
seriously. Publishing this rule is
just one way we’re meeting our
priority to secure today and
tomorrow for millions throughout
life’s journey.
RESEARCH

Depression Overshadows
Past as Well as Present
New research provides
evidence of a hindsight bias
that clouds the recollections
of individuals with
depression.
Newswise — PORTSMOUTH,
England, 16-Aug-2017—
Depressed people have a peculiar
view of the past – rather than
glorifying the ‘good old days’, they
project their generally bleak outlook

on to past events, according to new
research.
It is known depression makes
sufferers see the present and
the future as sad, but this is the first
time research has shown it also
casts a long shadow over people’s
memories of the past.
Psychologists at Germany’s
Heinrich Heine Universität
Düsseldorf and at the UK’s
University of Portsmouth published
their research in Clinical
Psychological Science.
It establishes the first clear link
between depression and hindsight
bias, or a distorted view of the past.
Dr Hartmut Blank, in the University
of Portsmouth’s Department of
Psychology, is one of the authors.
He said: “Depression is not only
associated with a negative view of
the world, the self and the future,
but we now know with a negative
view of the past.”
Hindsight bias includes three core
elements: exaggerated perceptions
of foreseeability – we think we
knew all along how events would
turn out; inevitability – something
‘had’ to happen; and memory bias –
misremembering what we once
thought when we know the
outcome of something.
Hindsight bias has been studied in
various settings, including sports
events, political elections, medical
diagnoses or bankers’ investment
strategies. Until now, it hasn’t been
used to study depression.
Dr Blank said: “Everyone is
susceptible to hindsight bias, but it
takes on a very specific form in
depression. While non-depressed
people tend to show hindsight bias
for positive events but not negative
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events, people with depression
show the reverse pattern.
“Making things worse, depressed
people also see negative event
outcomes as both foreseeable and
inevitable – a toxic combination,
reinforcing feelings of helplessness
and lack of control that already
characterize the experience of
people with depression.
“Everyone experiences
disappointment and regret from
time to time and doing so helps us
adapt and grow and to make better
decisions. But people with
depression struggle to control
negative feelings and hindsight bias
appears to set up a cycle of misery.
“We have shown hindsight bias in
people who are depressed is a
further burden on their shoulders,
‘helping’ to sustain the condition in
terms of learning the wrong lessons
from the past.”
The researchers tested over 100
university students, about half of
whom suffered from mild to severe
depression. They were asked to
imagine themselves in a variety of
everyday scenarios with positive or
negative outcomes (from different
domains of everyday life, e.g. work,
performance, family, leisure, social,
romantic). For each scenario, the
researchers then collected
measures of hindsight bias
(foreseeability, inevitability and
distorted memory for initial
expectations).
The results showed that with
increasing severity of depression, a
specific hindsight bias pattern
emerged – exaggerated
foreseeability and inevitability of
negative (but not positive) event
outcomes, as well as a tendency to
misremember initial expectations in
line with negative outcomes.
Characteristically, this ‘depressive

hindsight bias’ was strongly related
to clinical measures of depressive
thinking, suggesting that it is part of
a general negative worldview in
depression.
Dr Blank said: “This is only a first
study to explore the crucial role of
hindsight bias in depression; more
work needs to be done in different
experimental and real-life settings,
and also using clinical samples, to
further examine and establish the
link between hindsight bias and
depression.”
Source: University of Portsmouth
STRESS RELIEF

Stress Relief: Yoga
On-the-Go
You don’t need to take classes,
devote countless hours or spend a
lot of your money to get the most
out of this ancient practice.
Five ways to find your flow
Try these simple approaches to
incorporate small doses of yoga into
your day.
1. Rise—and shine: Wake up 15
minutes earlier and move through a
few sun salutations to get your blood
pumping. “It sets the tone for the day,”
says Powis-Campbell. “You’re not
starting the day in a stressed state and
with someone else’s to-do list. You’re
making yourself a priority.” Check out
Yoga with Adriene’s 10-minute sun
salutation practice on YouTube for
pointers on this sequence.
2. Walk your dogs: Many yoga
practitioners peddle out their feet in
downward-facing dog to stretch out
their hamstrings, calf muscles, and feet.
But you can accomplish the same thing

while you’re sitting on the train, in a
meeting—anywhere. Simply flex one
foot, drawing your toes toward your
shin. At the same time, press the
opposite foot into the ground. Hold for
one full breath, slowly switch sides,
and repeat.
3. Stretch your spine: At the doctor’s
office or your kid’s sports practice with
nothing to do? Ease your creaky back
with this seated version of cat-cow
pose. Sit upright and place your hands
on your hips. Inhale and lift your chest
upwards. Exhale and tuck your chin to
your chest, pulling your belly button in
as you gently fold over. Repeat several
times.
4. Give yourself reminders: Set your
smartphone or smartwatch alarm to
remind yourself to stand up, stretch,
and take a few breaths,
Taylor recommends. Use this time to
counteract the hours you may sit
crumpled in a chair. For example, stand
up and reach your arms to the ceiling, a
simple variation of the upward salute
pose. Hips tight? Sit at the edge of your
chair and place your right ankle over
your left knee. Apply gentle pressure
with your forearms on your shin to
open your hip.
5. Breathe like a baby: If there’s one
thing Chen recommends to reduce
stress, it’s the simple act of breathing.
“Breathing in and out of the nose and
letting the belly move like a baby can
really help the nervous system calm
down,” she says. It’s also a chance to
check in with your thoughts, notes
Powis-Campbell. Sneak in a few deep
breaths while your coffee brews. Or,
the next time your phone sounds with a
new text message, take three
intentional breaths before picking it up.
Printed as “OM On the Go” Spring 2017

www.hopetocope.com
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For more information about this newsletter and to submit articles please contact:
Colleen Phipps, Newsletter Editor 530-894-8551 / cmphipps@csuchico.edu
NAMI Butte County in accordance with the direction of the NAMI (National) Board of Directors, has elected to add a
Household membership category to its membership structure as well as increase the dues for Individual and Open Door
memberships. These changes become effective as of July 1, 2017

Membership will continue to support all three levels of NAMI and will be split between NAMI (National), NAMI
California and NAMI Butte County. Specifically, the split in dues received through any of the three sources will be:
* Household $60 ($20 to NAMI National; $20 to NAMI California; $20 to NAMI Butte County)
* Individual $40 ($10 to NAMI National; $15 to NAMI California; $15 to NAMI Butte County)
* Open Door $5 ($1 to NAMI National; $2 to NAMI California; and $2 to NAMI Butte County)

Thank you!

MEMBERSHIP Application
I want to join NAMI as a new member ________ I want to renew my membership __________
Please check your membership type:

_______*Household: $60.00 (multiple people at one address).
_______Individual: $40.00
_______Open door: $5.00 (open to anyone who is experiencing financial constraints)
________Donation Amount (optional)
________Total Enclosed
Date: _________________
Name:_____________________________________ Phone:_______________________
Street:____________________________ City, Sate, Zip______________________________
Email Address:_______________________________________________
*Additional names for Household Membership:
Name:____________________________Email:__________________________________
Name:____________________________Email:__________________________________
Name:____________________________Email:__________________________________
Name:____________________________Email:__________________________________
Name:____________________________Email:__________________________________
Make check payable to and mail to NAMI Butte County P.O. Box 1364 Chico, CA 95927
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